
There will be 2x Zoom lessons and 2x independent lessons each week. 
This document is for those days when you are not in a Zoom lesson for 

English and contains the 2X independent lessons.



Independent English Lesson 2

We have been exploring a story called ‘The King of the Fishes’.

Today we are going to box up a new plan of the story.
You can have a look at the story in lesson 1 again if it will help you.



Success Criteria

Aim

• Statement 1 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur
adipiscing elit.

• Statement 2

• Sub statement

Success Criteria

Aim

• I can plan for a new story based on a familiar one.

• I can understand  how a story is boxed up into a plan.

• I can understand how to make a new plan for a story.

• I can plan a new story using notes.



A Boxed Up Plan

Here is a boxed up plan of the King of 
Fishes.

On this plan I have boxed up the story 
to show you how it fits in with the plot 
pattern of a ‘wishing tale’. 

Read it through carefully.

Can you see how the plot pattern links 
with ‘The King of the Fishes’ story?



A New Plan –
Staying close the orginal

Here is the same plan. 
However, on this plan, I 
have added my ideas for  
a new story. 

This one sticks very 
closely to the original 
story.  It ‘hugs’ the story.

Read it carefully. 

Can you see how I have 
used the story plan and 
the original story to help 
me write the new story 
plan?



A New Plan –
Just ‘ shaking hands’ with the 

original

Here is another plan. On this plan, 
I have added different ideas for a 
new story. 

It doesn’t stick too closely to the 
original.

Read it carefully. 

I have used the story plan and the 
original story to help me, but this 
time  I have just ‘shook hands’ 
with the original.  

Can you see my story is even more 
creative?



Your turn:
On the next page, there is a blank boxing up grid for you to plan 
your new story. When you have finished upload a photo.

Will you hug close to the model or just shake hands with it? It’s 
up to you! 

Remember to add in your new characters and make notes of the 
adjectives. This will all help you write a story next week.

Remember this is just a plan! You are going to 
write the story next week. 




